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If P is a group of operators on a group A, then we denote by dp( A) the minimal number of generators 
of A as a P-group. Suppose G is a group and F/N is a presentation of G. Then F acts on N by 
conjugation and induces an action of G on Na,. This ZG-module is called the relation module of the 
presentation F/N. A presentation F/N is an m-relator presentation if dF(N) = m; it is an almost 
m-relator presentation if do(N,,) = M. It is an open problem whether every almost m-relator 
presentation is an m-relator presentation. This paper is part of a program to investigate question 
when m = 1. We show that an almost one-relator presentation F/N is a one-relator presentation in 
case the group G = F/N is generated solvable. 
1. Introduction 
If P is a group of operators on a group A, then we denote by d,(A) the minimal 
number of generators of A as a P-group. Suppose G is a group and F/N is a presenta- 
tion of G. Then F acts on N by conjugation and induces an action of G on Nab. This 
ZG-module is called the relation module of the presentation FIN. A presentation F/N 
is an m-relator presentation if d,(N) = m; it is an almost m-relator presentation if 
d,(N,,) = m. It is an open problem whether every almost m-relator presentation is an 
m-relator presentation. There are several presentations where this seems debatable. 
For example consider the n-fold Cartesian product B” of the binary icosahedral group 
B, n 2 1. If there is an integer n for which the deficiency of B” is less than zero, then 
results of Gruenberg [9] imply that any finite presentation F/N of B” has a relation- 
gap, i.e. d,( Nab) < dF( N). Deficiency-zero presentations for B” are known only in case 
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n = 1 or it = 2 (see [IS]). The relation-gap problem relates to questions in low- 
dimensional topology. It is well known (see [13]) that a finite complex X that is 
dominated by a finite n-complex, II # 2, has the homotopy type of a finite n-complex. 
In [7], Dyer shows that Wall’s result does not hold for y1 = 2 if there exists a group 
G with H3( G, ZG) = 0 and which admits a finite presentation of maximal deficiency 
with a relation gap. Such a presentation could be used to build a finite 3-complex, 
dominated by a finite 2-complex but not having the homotopy type of a finite 
2-complex. This paper is part of a program to investigate whether an almost m-relator 
presentation F/N is an m-relator presentation when m = 1. We answer this question 
affirmatively in case G = F/N is a finitely generated solvable group. 
2. The Ahelian case 
Theorem 1. Let F/N be an almost m-relator presentation of’ajnitely generated Abelian 
group A. Then F/N is an m-relator presentation. 
Proof. Since A is finitely generated Abelian, there are integers t,n 2 0 and integers 
di 2 2 where 1 I i I t, each dividing its successor, such that 
Let F/N be a presentation of A with finitely generated relation module N,,. Then 
F is a finitely generated free group, say on basis { x1, . . . , xl}. Note that dF( N) is finite 
since A is finitely generated and Abelian. We know that we can choose a new basis 
{yr,. ,y,} of F so that 
N = Cydl', . . . , yp’, yt+n+l, . . , YI, ([_Vi> Yj]: 1 I i < j I 1)))~. 
See for example [lo, p. 1401. Notice that not all commutators [yi, yi] are needed 
to normally generate N since y,+,+ I , . . , y, are already in N. In fact, we only need 
the commutators [yr, yj] where jE (2, . , t + nj, [yz, yj] where je {3, . . . , t + n}, 
. . , [~~+~_r, yr+,,]. Together that makes 
1 + 2 + . . + (t + n - 1) = 
(t + n - l)(t + n) 
2 
commutators. This shows that 
d,(N) 5 1- n + 
(t + n - l)(t + n) 
2 
(1) 
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From the exact sequence 
we obtain the exact 5-term sequence (see [4, p. 471) 
The image of i, is the subgroup (yt’, . . ,y:“, yt+,,+i, . . . ,yl) z Z’-” of 
H,(F) = Z’. So we see that 
N/[F, N] z iPn @ H,(A). 
It follows from the Kiinneth-formula that 
In particular, it takes (t + n - l)(t + n)/2 elements to generate the Abelian group 
H,(A). Hence we need I - n + (t + n - l)(t + n)/2 elements to generate N/[F, N]. 
Since 
NICF, Nl = Z @HA NICN, Nl 
we see that we need I- n + (t + n - l)(t + n)/2 elements to generate the U-module 
Nab, i.e. 
/ _ n + lt + n - l)(’ + n, 5 d 
2 A a. 
(N J 
(2) 
Now (1) and (2) together with the fact that dA(Nab) I d,(N) proves dA(Nab) = 
d,(N). 0 
3. Facts about solvable groups 
We will collect some known facts about solvable groups that are used in the proof 
of the main theorem. The following result is due to Bieri and Strebel; a proof can be 
found in [3]. 
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Theorem A. If G is a group of type (FP,) which contains no free subgroup of rank 
greater than one, then every metabelian homomorphic image of G is finitely pres- 
ented. 0 
Note that in case G is solvable of type (FP,) the hypothesis is obviously satisfied. 
The next theorem was proven by Baumslag [l]. 
TheoremB. Let G = (x1,. . . , x,; r > be a noncyclic one-relator group and let Q be the 
metabelianization of G, i.e. Q = G/G”. Then, if either n > 2 or r is a proper power, Hz(Q) 
is not finitely generated and hence Q is not finitely presented. 0 
Finally we recall the classification of solvable groups of cohomological dimension 
two. This was completed by Gildenhuys [S]. 
Theorem C. Let G be a solvable group of cohomological dimension two. Then G is either 
a noncyclic subgroup of the rationals or G is a one-relator group with presentation 
G = (x,y; yxy-’ =x”‘) 
for some rneZ - (0). So in particular a finitely generated solvable group of co- 
homological dimension two is a one-relator group (x, y; yxy -’ = x”‘) for some 
mEZ - (0). 0 
A group G is called an E-group if its abelianization G,, is torsion-free and there 
exists a ZG-projective resolution 
such that Z OzG d, : Z Qzc Pz + Z &o PI is injective. Note that an E-group G has 
Hz(G) = 0. Let us recall the definition of transfinite series of derived groups ( G’“‘} of 
a group G; it is given by 
Go = G, G(“+ 1) = [G’“‘, G(a)], 
G’“) = n GCa) for 2 a limit ordinal. 
We next state a basic result about E-groups. This and other results on E-groups due to 
Strebel can be found in [l 11. 
Theorem D. Suppose G is an E-group. 
(a) Then G(‘) is also an E-group for any ordinal CI. 
(b) The smallest ordinal CI with G(‘) = CC”+ ‘) is equal to 0, 1, 2 or a limit 
ordinal A. 0 
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4. Solvable almost one-relator groups 
Definition. A finitely generated group G that has a presentation F/N where the 
relation module Nab is a cyclic ZG-module is called an almost one-relator group. 
Notice that since G is assumed to be finitely generated, the free group F in 
a presentation with cyclic relation module is also finitely generated. Here is one of the 
main theorems of this paper. 
Theorem 2. Zf Q is a finitely generated solvable almost one-relator group then Q is 
either cyclic or Q is a group with presentation 
Q = (x, y; yxy-’ = Xm> 
for some rneB - (0). So the solvable almost one-relator groups are precisely the 
solvable one-relator groups. 
Lemma 3. Suppose Q is a noncyclic solvable almost one-relator group. Then there exists 
a one-relator group G that satisfies the following properties: 
(a) G is a torsion-free two-generator one-relator group. 
(b) G(j) is perfect for some integer j. 
(c) Q is isomorphic to the quotient G/G”‘. 
Proof. Let F/N be a presentation of Q that has a cyclic relation module Nab, say 
generated by r [ N, N], where r EN I F. Since Q is finitely generated and Nab is finitely 
generated as a ZQ-module, F is finitely generated; say F is free on basis {x1, . . . , x,}. 
Let G be the one-relator group 
G = (xl, . . . ,x,; r), 
Since the ZG-module Nab is generated by r[N, N] we have 
N = CN, NI<rh 
and hence P = N/((r>r is a perfect normal subgroup of G. Clearly Q is the quotient 
G/P. Since the solvable (FP,) group Q = G/P maps onto the metabelinization G/G” of 
G we conclude from Theorem A that G/G” is finitely presented. So G is torsion-free 
and n I 2 by Theorem B. Since Q = G/P is solvable, there is an integer j such that 
Q’j’ = G”‘/P = 1. Thus f’ = G”‘. 0 
Lemma 4. Assume G is a finitely presented group that has an Abelian normal subgroup 
A such that the quotient G/A is infinite cyclic. Then: 
(i) The torsion subgroup of A is finite. 
(ii) Q @z A is a finite-dimensional @vectorspace. 
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Proof. For a proof see [2, Theorem C]. 0 
Lemma 5. Suppose G = (a, b; sew) where e 2 0 is an integer and w is an element of 
the commutator group of the free group on a and 6. Let H be the normal subgroup of 
G normally generated by a. Then: 
(i) The torsion subgroup of H,, is either trivial or infinite. 
(ii) If Hab is torsionfree but not free Abelian of injinite rank then H is an E-group. 
Proof. We can use the Reidemeister-Schreier process to obtain a presentation 
(3) 
of H that is staggered in the sense that there are integers m and M, m I M such that 
if r0 = w(x,, . . . , xM) then ri = W(X,+i, . . . , XM+i) (see for example [lo, p. 2531). 
Now if r0 is a commutator then all the other relators are also commutators and Hab is 
free Abelian of infinite rank. Suppose that r,, is not a commutator. Then there are 
integers 1, k and ao, . . . , ctk with go and ak not equal to zero such that 
ro=x;lo... ~;1:k and ri = x99i. ’ x?+~+~ modulo the commutator subgroup of the 
free group on {Xi}. Denote by Si, ieZ, the element si = X;““+i. . X~k+i. For 
j = 0, 1,2, . let Hj be the Abelian group with the presentation 
Hj = ({ xi}fL:Zj; { Si}i= ~j, commutators). 
We have group homomorphisms fi: Hj + Hj+ 1 defined by sending the generator Xi 
in Hj to the generator Xi in Hj+ 1. Then H,, is the direct limit Hab = 12 Hj of the 
direct system { Hj,fj}jtlv. Each group Hj is a quotient Hj = iZ2j+k’ l/Aj where Aj is the 
subgroup of Z2j’k+1 generated by 
a(=(ag ,..., a,,0 . . . . o), ajz=(o,ao )..., xk,o )...) o), 
. . ) UJ;j+l =(O,. . .,o,c(o,. . . ,&). 
The homomorphism fj sends [In,, . . , nzj+k+ 11 to [0, n,, . . , nzj+k+ 1, 01. Assume 
that [nl, . . ,FZ,~+~+,] is an element in the kernel of h. Then 
(0, nl, . . . , nzj+k+ 1,O)E Aj+ 1, SO there are integers tl, . . . , tz(j+l)+ 1 such that 
(0, al, . . ~n2j+k+l,o)= tlai+’ + ” ’ + t2(j+l)+ld:f+l)+l 
The first and the last entries of the element on the left are both 0 while on the right 
they are t 1 a, and t2(j+ lj+1 CQ. Since CI~ and CQ are both not equal to 0 we conclude that 
tl = t 2(j+l)+l = 0. But now 
(nl,. . . n2j+k+l)’ t24 + “. + tz(j+l)dj+l, 
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and that shows that (III,. . . , nzj+k+l)EAj, SO [FZ,, . . . , ttzj+k+l] = 0. This shows 
that each homomorphism fj is injective and therefore H,, = ujeN Hj, 
Let d be the greatest common divisor of the numbers a,, . . . , cck. Diagonalizing the 
matrix 
NO 0 . . 0 
Xl c(() . . . 0 
. . 
. . 
. . 
Ek c(k-1 . . . t10 
0 & . . . c(1 
. . 
. . 
. . 
0 0 . . . elk 
(we think of the a{ as column vectors) we obtain the matrix 
/d 
0 
0 
\o 
0 
d 
0 
0 
. 
. . . 
0 ’ 
0 
d 
0 / 
which shows that Hj z Zk @ Zjj+l. 
(i) Assume H,, contains torsion. Then r0 in the presentation (3) is not a commutator 
and H,, = UjcN Hj where each Hj is isomorphic to Zk @ Z,‘j+ ‘. Since d is neither 
equal to 1, - 1 nor 0 (a union of torsion-free groups is torsion-free), we see that 
H,, contains arbitrarily large finite subgroups. 
(ii) r. is not a commutator since we assume that H,, is not free of infinite rank. The 
staggered presentation (3) of H provides a partial ZH-resolution 
Applying Z OH - yields 
@Z> O @Z+Z. 
ici2 icz 
Let {cj}jez be the canonical basis of @iGzZ. Notice that 
&(ej) = 'oei+j + ’ . . + akel+k+j. 
Since c(~ is not zero a2 is injective. H is indeed an E-group. 0 
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Lemma 6. Suppose G = (a, b; sew) where e 2 0 an integer and w is a commutator 
element of the free group on a and b. Let H be the normal closure of a in G. Zf the 
quotient G/G” is jnitely presented, then H is an E-group. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
Since G’ I H we have G” I H’, so G/H’ is a metabelian homomorphic image of the 
metabelian finitely presented group G/G”. Hence, by Theorem A, G/H’ is itself finitely 
presented. Since G/H is infinite cyclic Lemma 4 shows that Hab has a finite torsion 
subgroup and that Q Oz Hab is a finite-dimensional @vectorspace. Thus Hab is an 
E-group by Lemma 5. 0 
Remark. One can also show [12, 3.3, p. 129 and Remark 3.4(b), p. 1301 that if G is 
a two-generator one-relator group and G/G” is finitely presented, then G’ is an 
E-group. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume Q is not cyclic. Then, by Lemma 3, there is a torsion-free 
two-generator one-relator group G for which G”’ is perfect for some integer j and Q is 
the quotient G/G (j). Now G has a presentation 
G = (a, b; sew) 
where e 2 0 is an integer and w is a commutator element of the free group on a and b. 
Since G/G” is a metabelian homomorphic image of the solvable (FP,) group G/G(j), it 
follows from Theorem A that G/G” is finitely presented. Thus by Lemma 6, H, the 
normal closure of a in G, is an E-group. Hence H(j) is also an E-group by Theorem D. 
Since H 5 G we have H(j) 5 G(j) and since G(j) is a perfect normal subgroup of 
H (note G(j) I G’ I H) we have G(j) < H(j); so H(j) = G(j). This proves that G(j) is 
an E-group. In particular, H2( G(j)) = 0. We can use the above two-generator one- 
relator presentation of the torsion-free one-relator group G to build a ZG-resolution 
If we apply Z @Zocjl -to this resolution, we obtain a sequence of ZQ-modules 
which is still exact since G(j) IS perfect. Since H,(G”‘) = 0, this shows that Q is 
a solvable group of cohomological dimension at most 2. Since Q is not cyclic we see 
that the cohomological dimension actually equals 2. The result now follows from the 
classification of solvable groups of cohomological dimension 2, Theorem C. 0 
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5. Almost one-relator presentations of solvable groups 
In [S] Brunner showed that if G is a two-generator group containing an Abelian 
normal subgroup A such that G/A is infinite cyclic, then G has only one T-system of 
generating pairs. That clearly implies the next lemma. 
Lemma 7. Let G be a two-generator group containing an Abelian normal subgroup 
A such that G/A is injinite cyclic. If there exists a 2-generator m-relator presentation of 
G, then any other 2-generator presentation is also m-relator. 0 
We now come to the main result. 
Theorem 8. Suppose G is a finitely generated solvable group and F/N is a presentation 
of G with cyclic relation module Nab. Then F/N is a one-relator presentation, i.e. N is the 
normal closure of a single element in F. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, G is either cyclic or has a presentation 
(x, y; yxy-' = xm> (4) 
where m is a nonzero integer. If G is cyclic then the fact that N is normally generated 
by a single element follows from Theorem 1. So suppose G is not cyclic. Then (4) is 
a presentation of G and we can apply Lemma 7 with A = ((x>>o to see that the 
presentation F/N is a one-relator presentation of G. 0 
6. An application to one-relator groups 
The next result ought to be considered together with Theorem D(b). 
Theorem 9. Suppose G is a one-relator group. If a is the smallest ordinal such that 
G(‘) = GCa+‘) and CI is Jinite, then a = 0, 1 or 2. 
Proof. Since CC”) is perfect and CI is finite, G/G (‘) is a solvable almost one-relator 
group. So, by Theorem 2, G/G’“’ . IS either trivial (in that case G is trivial), Abelian or 
metabelian. The result follows. q 
We suspect that Theorem D(b) is true for all one-relator groups. That is, if the 
ordinal a in Theorem 9 is not finite. it has to be a limit ordinal. 
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